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	Classroom Wars: Language, Sex, and the Making of Modern Political Culture, 9780199358458 (0199358451), Oxford University Press, 2015

	The schoolhouse has long been a crucible in the construction and contestation of the political concept of "family values." Through Spanish-bilingual and sex education, moderates and conservatives in California came to define the family as a politicized and racialized site in the late 1960s and 1970s. Sex education became a vital arena in the culture wars as cultural conservatives imagined the family as imperiled by morally lax progressives and liberals who advocated for these programs attempted to manage the onslaught of sexual explicitness in broader culture. Many moderates, however, doubted the propriety of addressing such sensitive issues outside the home. Bilingual education, meanwhile, was condemned as a symbol of wasteful federal spending on ethically questionable curricula and an intrusion on local prerogative. Spanish-language bilingual-bicultural programs may seem less relevant to the politics of family, but many Latino parents and students attempted to assert their authority, against great resistance, in impassioned demands to incorporate their cultural and linguistic heritage into the classroom. Both types of educational programs, in their successful implementation and in the reaction they inspired, highlight the rightward turn and enduring progressivism in postwar American political culture.

	

	In Classroom Wars, Natalia Mehlman Petrzela charts how a state and a citizenry deeply committed to public education as an engine of civic and moral education navigated the massive changes brought about by the 1960s, including the sexual revolution, school desegregation, and a dramatic increase in Latino immigration. She traces the mounting tensions over educational progressivism, cultural and moral decay, and fiscal improvidence, using sources ranging from policy documents to student newspapers, from course evaluations to oral histories. Petrzela reveals how a growing number of Americans fused values about family, personal, and civic morality, which galvanized a powerful politics that engaged many Californians and, ultimately, many Americans. In doing so, they blurred the distinction between public and private and inspired some of the fiercest classroom wars in American history. Taking readers from the cultures of Orange County mega-churches to Berkeley coffeehouses, Natalia Mehlman Petrzela's history of these classroom controversies sheds light on the bitterness of the battles over diversity we continue to wage today and their influence on schools and society nationwide.
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Learning ASP.NET 3.5O'Reilly, 2008
With this book, you will learn how to create engaging and interactive web applications using the latest version of the world's most popular web development platform: ASP.NET with AJAX, built on the productivity-enhancing features of Visual Studio 2008. All you need to get started is a basic knowledge of HTML and a desire to produce professional...

		

Balkan Transitions to Modernity and Nation-States: Through the Eyes of Three Generations of Merchants (1780s-1890s)ILEX, 2012

	Drawing upon previously unpublished commercial ledgers and correspondence, this study offers a collective social biography of three generations of Balkan merchants. Personal accounts humanize multiethnic networks that navigated multiple social systems supporting and opposing various aspects of nationalist ideologies.
...

		

Compilers: Principles, Techniques, & Tools with Gradiance (pkg) (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2007


	In the time since the 1986 edition of this book, the world of compiler design

	has changed significantly. Programming languages have evolved to present new

	compilation problems. Computer architectures offer a variety of resources of

	which the compiler designer must take advantage. Perhaps most interestingly,

	the venerable...




	

Emerging Topics in Computer Vision (IMSC Press Multimedia Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
The topics in this book were handpicked to showcase what we consider to be exciting and promising in computer vision. They are a mix of more well-known and traditional topics (such as camera calibration, multi-view geometry, and face detection), and newer ones (such as vision for special effects and tensor voting framework). All have the common...

		

Pro Sync FrameworkApress, 2008

	It’s been almost a year since we first started playing with the first test build of Microsoft
	Sync Framework. It was an absolute pleasure writing this book since then and we hope
	that you will have fun reading it, too. However, we must admit that it was a little tough
	writing a book on a cutting-edge technology that was still...


		

TCP/IP Protocol Suite (Mcgraw-hill Forouzan Networking)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	In a world where the number of people who need to learn about data communications and networking is exploding, Forouzan's book is the answer. The book's visual approach makes it easy for students to learn about and understand the concepts involved in this rapidly developing field.


	TCP/IP Protocol Suite teaches students and...
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